We investigate the approximability of no-wait permutation flow shop scheduling problem under the makespan criterion. We present a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for problem on any fixed number of machines.
Introduction
Problem statement. A job shop is a multi-stage production process with the property that all jobs have to pass through several stages. There are n jobs J j , with j = 1, . . . , n, where each job J j is a chain of m j operations O 1j , . . . , O m j j . Every operation O ij is preassigned to one of m stages M 1 , . . . , M m of the production process. The operation O ij has to be processed for p ij time units at its stage; the value p ij is called its processing time or its length. We will consider a basic model where there is exactly one machine available for each stage; to simplify the presentation we will identify the stage with the corresponding machine. In a feasible schedule for the n jobs, at any moment in time every job is processed by at most one machine and every machine executes at most one job. For each job J j , operation O i−1,j always is processed before operation O ij , and each operation is processed without interruption on the machine to which it was assigned. A flow shop is a special case of the job shop where each job has exactly one operation in each stage, and where all jobs pass through the stages in the same order M 1 → M 2 → · · · → M m . In an open shop the ordering of the operations in a job is not fixed and may be chosen by the scheduler.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in shop problems under the no-wait constraint. In such a no-wait shop, there is no waiting time allowed between the execution of consecutive operations of the same job. Once a job has been started, it has to be processed without interruption, operation by operation, until it is completed. In a no-wait flow shop instance without operations of length zero, any feasible schedule is a permutation schedule, i.e., a schedule in which each machine processes the jobs in the same order. In the no-wait permutation flow shop problem, only permutation schedules are feasible schedules. Our goal is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes the makespan (or length) C max of the schedule, i.e., the maximum completion time among all jobs. The minimum makespan among all feasible schedules is denoted by C * max .
Complexity of shop problems. The computational complexity of the classical shop problems (without the no-wait constraint) is easy to summarize: They are polynomially solvable on two machines, and they are N P-hard on three and more machines; see e.g. Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan & Shmoys [11] . For no-wait shops, the situation is more interesting. Sahni & Cho [19] proved that the no-wait job shop and the no-wait open shop problem are strongly N P-hard, even if there are only two stages and if each job consists of only two operations. The no-wait permutation flow shop problem can be formulated as an asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP); see e.g. Piehler [15] , Wismer [25] . For two machines, the distance matrix of this ATSP has a very special combinatorial structure, and the famous subtour patching technique of Gilmore & Gomory [5] yields an O(n log n) time algorithm for the two-machine no-wait flow shop. Röck [17] proves that the three-machine no-wait flow shop is strongly N P-hard, refining the previous complexity result by Papadimitriou & Kanellakis [12] for four machines. Hall & Sriskandarajah [8] provide a thorough survey of complexity and algorithms for no-wait scheduling.
Approximability of shop problems.
We say that an approximation algorithm has performance ratio or worst case ratio ρ for some real ρ > 1, if it always delivers a solution with makespan at most ρC * max . Such an approximation algorithm is then called a ρ-approximation algorithm. A family of polynomial time (1 + ε)-approximation algorithms over all ε > 0 is called a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS).
The approximability of the the classical shop problems (without the no-wait constraint) is fairly well understood: If the number of machines is a fixed value that is not part of the input, then the flow shop (Hall [7] ), the open shop (Sevastianov & Woeginger [20] ), and the job shop (Jansen, Solis-Oba & Sviridenko [9] ) possess a PTAS. On the other hand, if the number of machines is part of the input, then none of the three shop problems has a PTAS unless P = N P (Williamson & al. [24] ).
Prior to our work, only a few results were known on the approximability of the no-wait shop problems: For all shop problems on m machines, sequencing the jobs in arbitrary order yields a (trivial) polynomial time m-approximation algorithm. Röck & Schmidt [18] improve on this for the no-wait flow shop and give an ⌈m/2⌉-approximation algorithm. Papadimitriou & Kanellakis [12] , Glass, Gupta & Potts [6] , and Sidney, Potts & Sriskandarajah [21] study various generalizations and modifications of the no-wait flowshop problem on two machines. For all these generalizations the authors manage to design approximation algorithms with performance guarantees strictly better than two, by build-ing on the algorithm of Gilmore & Gomory [5] . Agnetis [1] introduces an approximation algorithm for the no-wait flow shop with only a small number of distinct job-types; as the number of jobs in every job-type grows, the performance guarantee of this algorithm tends to one. Sidney & Sriskandarajah [22] obtain a 3/2-approximation algorithm for the two-machine no-wait open shop problem. The preliminary joint version of this paper [23] contains few non-approximability results due to G. Woeginger. He proved that the no-wait job shop problem on three machines with at most three operations per job and the no-wait job shop problem on two machines with at most five operations per job does not have a PTAS unless P = N P .
Results and organization of this paper.
We design a PTAS for the no-wait permutation flow shop problem when the number m of machines is fixed. This result first uses several job partition and rounding steps, and then exploits the connection of the nowait flow shop to the asymmetric traveling salesman problem. In Section 2 we recall and discuss this connection between no-wait flow shop and the ATSP. In Section 3 we derive the PTAS. Some of our rounding and job partition steps seem to be very close to the rounding and job partition steps in the PTAS's for the classical shop problems [7, 9, 20] but our technique cannot be generalized to the no-wait job shop problem because of the negative result due to G. Woeginger [23] . The paper concludes with the statement of several open problems in Section 4.
2 The no-wait permutation flow shop and the ATSP It is well known (see e.g. Piehler [15] or Wismer [25] ) that the no-wait permutation flow shop problem can be modeled as a special case of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP) with the triangle inequality: We add a dummy job J 0 with zero processing times on all machines to a given flow shop instance. By G we denote the complete, arcweighted, directed graph with vertex set {J 0 , J 1 , . . . , J n } and with the following weights (or distances or lengths) d qj on the arc from job J q to J j . We stress the fact that in
The intuition behind the definition of the distances in (1) is the following. Assume that in some schedule job J q completes at time t, and that job J q is followed by job J j , without unnecessary idle time between the two jobs. Then J j completes at time t + d qj . With this it is easy to see that every feasible permutation schedule of the no-wait flow shop problem corresponds to a directed Hamiltonian cycle C in the digraph G, such that the makespan of the schedule equals the length of C. Conversely, if we delete the in-going arc of vertex J 0 from some Hamiltonian cycle C in G, then the resulting Hamiltonian path corresponds to a feasible permutation schedule with the same length.
The following observations on the distances d qj are straightforward to verify.
Observation 2.1 For every job J j , denote by ℓ j = m k=1 p kj its overall length.
.e., the distances d qj fulfill the triangle inequality.
(iii) If one of the values p ij changes to p ij + ∆, then the length of any ATSP tour (and the makespan of the corresponding feasible schedule) changes by at most ±∆.
Because of this correspondence between permutation schedules and ATSP tours, the result by Frieze, Galbiati & Maffioli [4] on the ATSP with triangle inequality yields an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for the no-wait permutation flow shop problem. Recently, Carr & Vempala [2] gave some theoretical evidence for the existence of a 4/3-approximation algorithm for the ATSP with triangle inequality. Of course, such a result would immediately yield a 4/3-approximation algorithm for the no-wait permutation flow shop on an arbitrary number of machines. We remark that the strongest known negative result for the general ATSP with the triangle inequality is due to Papadimitriou & Vempala [14] . They prove that unless P = N P, the ATSP with triangle inequality cannot have a polynomial time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee better than 41/40. However, this negative result does not seem to carry over to the no-wait flow shop.
Approximability of the no-wait flow shop
Throughout this section we consider an instance I of the no-wait permutation flow shop problem where the number m of machines is a fixed constant and not part of the input. By
Let ε > 0 be a fixed precision parameter. Our goal is to find a near optimal schedule for instance I whose makespan is at most (1 + const · ε)C * max for some fixed positive constant const that only depends on m. Clearly, this will yield the PTAS. We will use log x to denote the logarithm base 1 + ε of x. By α we denote a rational number with ε m/ε ≤ α ≤ ε whose exact value will be fixed below. From now on we will assume that the number n of jobs is sufficiently large to satisfy
and αn ≥ log m n.
If n does not fulfill (2) and (3), then it is bounded by a constant in m and ε; such an instance of constant size can be solved in constant time by global enumeration. We partition the set of jobs into three subsets as follows.
The jobs in B are called big jobs, the jobs in M are called medium jobs, and the jobs in S are called small jobs. For the operations of big, medium, and small jobs we use a similar notation: the operations of big jobs are called big operations, while operations of medium and small jobs are called medium and small operations, respectively, independently of their actual sizes. Since n j=1 ℓ j ≤ mL max , the number of big jobs is upper bounded as
Sevastianov & Woeginger [20] show that the value α can be chosen so that
This is done as follows. Consider the sets M(k) of medium jobs with respect to α = ε k , where k is some positive integer. Note that for k = k ′ the two sets M(k) and M(k ′ ) are disjoint. Since the total length of all jobs is at most mL max , there exists a value k * ≤ m/ε for which M = M(k * ) satisfies the inequality (5). We set α = ε k * . Finally, we define
Starting from the flow shop instance I = I (0) , we will now define a sequence of instances 4) . The instance I (x+1) always is a rounded and slightly simplified version of instance I (x) . In instance I (x) , the processing times are p (x) ij , the optimal makespan is C (x) max , the digraph for the underlying ATSP is G (x) , and so on. In order to get a near optimal schedule for instance I (x) , it will always be sufficient to get a near optimal schedule for the simplified instance I (x+1) . Hence, by constructing a PTAS for I (4) we will establish the existence of the desired PTAS for the no-wait permutation flow shop on a fixed number of machines.
How to round the instance
In the first rounding step, we remove all medium jobs from I and thus produce instance I (1) . If we have a near optimal schedule with makespan C AP X max for the big and small jobs in instance I
(1) , then we may append the medium jobs in arbitrary order at the end of this schedule. By (5), this yields a schedule with makespan at most C AP X max + εL max for J . Hence, to build a PTAS for the original problem, it is sufficient to get a near optimal schedule for I (1) . In the second rounding step, we round the processing times of all big operations with processing time smaller than L max /β up to L max /β. This yields instance I (2) . The number of rounded operations is at most m|B| ≤ εβ, and by Observation 2.1(iii) each rounded operation can increase the length of an optimal Hamiltonian cycle in the underlying digraph by at most L max /β. Therefore the length C (2) max of an optimal Hamiltonian cycle (and the length of an optimal no-wait schedule) in
max ≤ C (1) max + εL max . Hence, in order to get a near optimal schedule for I (1) , it is sufficient to get one for I (2) . Note that in I (2) the longest and the shortest big operation are at most a factor of β away from each other.
In the third rounding step, we produce instance I (3) by rounding up to εL max /mn all the processing times of small operations that are smaller than εL max /(mn) (except the processing times of operations of the dummy job J 0 ). The number of rounded operations is at most mn and by Observation 2.1(iii) each rounded operation can increase the length of an optimal Hamiltonian cycle in the underlying digraph by at most εL max /(mn). Hence, the optimal Hamiltonian cycle satisfies C
max + εL max , and to get the PTAS it is sufficient to find a near optimal schedule for I (3) . Note that in the new instance I (3) all processing times of small operations are rational numbers between εL max /mn and L max , and hence their minimum and maximum are at most a factor of mn/ε away from each other. We denote by L (3) max the maximum machine load in I (3) . In the fourth and last rounding step, we round all processing times up to the next integer power of 1 + ε. This results in instance I (4) . The rounding adds at most εL
to the load of any machine. By Observation 2.1(iii) this changes the optimal makespan by at most mεL
max , and we have C
max − mεL
max . Once again we conclude that in order to get a near optimal schedule for I (3) , it is sufficient to get a near optimal schedule for I (4) . We say that two jobs J j and J k are of the same job-type, if p ij = p ik holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Such a job-type is represented by an m-dimensional vector (p 1j , . . . , p mj ) of processing times. Analogously to the big and small jobs, we distinguish between big and small job-types. The following lemma will be useful in the subsequent sections. (I1) The number g of different big job-types is at most c 1 log m log n, where the constant c 1 depends on m and ε only.
(I2) The number f of different small job-types is at most 2 log m n.
(I3) Small jobs have length ≤ 2α(1 + ε)εL max / log m n.
Proof. (I1). Since in I
(3) the longest and the shortest big operation are at most a factor of β away from each other, instance I (4) has at most 1 + log β different processing times of big operations. Hence, there are at most (1 + log β) m different big job-types, and this number is O(log m log n). (I2). Since in I (3) the longest and the shortest small operation are at most a factor of mn/ε away from each other, instance I (4) has at most 1 + log(mn/ε) different processing times of small operations. Inclusively the dummy job J 0 , this yields at most 1 + (1 + log(mn/ε)) m small job-types. Because of inequality (2), this number is bounded by 2 log m n. (I3). A small job J j in the original instance I has length ℓ j ≤ εαL max / log m n. The first and the second rounding step do not touch this job; the third rounding step adds at most εL max /(mn) to each of the m operations; the fourth rounding step multiplies the length by a factor of at most 1+ε. To summarize, ℓ (4) j ≤ (1+ε)(εαL max / log m n+εL max /n). Because of inequality (3), this value is bounded by 2α(1 + ε)εL max / log m n.
How to use the ATSP formulation
The instance I (4) contains only a small number of different job-types, and this structure carries over to the underlying digraph G (4) for the ATSP formulation. Let 1, . . . , f and 1, . . . , g be enumerations of the small and the big job-types that have at least one job in I (4) ; in this enumeration the dummy job J 0 forms its own small job-type. Let s 1 , . . . , s f and b 1 , . . . , b g denote the numbers of jobs in the corresponding small and big job-types.
. The corresponding traveling salesman problem becomes a special case of the so-called many-visits-to-few-cities ATSP (cf. Cosmadakis & Papadimitriou [3] ). An instance to this ATSP is specified as follows: There are f small cities S ′ = {vs 1 , . . . , vs f } that correspond to small job-types, and g big cities B ′ = {vb 1 , . . . , vb g } that correspond to big job-types. The distances d ij between two cities are defined as in (1), and thus yield an (f + g) × (f + g) distance matrix D. The matrix D not necessarily is symmetric, nor must it have zeroes on the diagonal elements. Finally, there are f + g positive integers s 1 , . . . , s f , b 1 , . . . , b g . The goal is to find the shortest closed walk that visits every small city vs i (i = 1, . . . , f ) exactly s i times and every big city vb j (j = 1, . . . , g) exactly b j times. Note that the same city may be visited several times in a row. The running time of the algorithm in [3] for the many-visits-to-few-cities ATSP grows exponentially in the number of cities. Therefore we only get a superpolynomial running time, if we apply this algorithm directly to our situation.
In the following, we will show that the above defined special case of the many-visits-tofew-cities ATSP possesses a PTAS. It is convenient to formulate this ATSP via Eulerian subgraphs: For a given (f + g) × (f + g) distance matrix D for the vertex set S ′ ∪ B ′ , and for f + g positive integers s 1 , . . . , s f , b 1 , . . . , b g , find the minimum length Eulerian multigraph on S ′ ∪B ′ such that the corresponding vertices have in-degrees s 1 , . . . , s f , b 1 , . . . , b g .
We recall that a multi-graph is Eulerian if and only if it is strongly connected and balanced (i.e., each vertex has equal in-degree and out-degree). The following lemmas show that it is easy to find a multi-graph that is almost Eulerian and that is almost of minimum length.
Lemma 3.2 There exists a balanced multi-graph G * on the vertex set S ′ ∪ B ′ with in- degrees (s 1 , . . . , s k , b 1 , . . . , b t ) that satisfies the following three properties: (G1) S ′ and B ′ are connected by exactly two arcs, one from B ′ to S ′ and one from S ′ to B ′ ; such arcs will be called crossing arcs.
(G2) All vertices of the set B ′ are in the same strongly connected component of G * .
(G3) The total length of the multi-graph G * is T ≤ C
max + 4m(1 + ε)εL max . Proof. Fix an optimal tour and the corresponding optimal Eulerian multi-graph of length C (4) max for the problem. Note that the number of crossing arcs that go from B ′ to S ′ equals the number of crossing arcs that go from S ′ to B ′ . Moreover, these two types of crossing arcs are alternating along the optimal tour. We define for every arc from B ′ to S ′ its partner arc to be the next crossing arc when moving along the tour.
As long as the multi-graph contains more than two crossing arcs, we repeat the following swapping step: Consider a crossing arc (vb i , vs j ) from B ′ to S ′ in the tour, and let (vs k , vb l ) be its partner arc. Delete these two crossing arcs from the tour and add two new arcs (vb i , vb l ) and (vs k , vs j ). By the construction, the resulting multi-graph is again balanced and has the right in-degrees. By using the inequalities from Lemma 2.1(i), we estimate the length of the first new arc (vb i , vb l ) by d vb i ,vb l ≤ ℓ vb l ≤ d vs k ,vb l +ℓ vs k . The length of the second new arc (vs k , vs j ) fulfills d vs k ,vs j ≤ ℓ vs j . Hence, the length of the two new arcs is at most ℓ vs k +ℓ vs j more than the length of the two crossing arcs that were removed, and the swapping step increases the length of the multi-graph by at most 2 max 1≤i≤f ℓ vs i . By statement (I3) in Lemma 3.1, this amount is at most 4α(1 + ε)εL max / log m n. Eventually, we will end up with a multi-graph G * with exactly two crossing arcs as required in (G1). Clearly, this multi-graph G * is balanced and obeys the in-degrees. Since in the original multi-graph the vertex set B ′ was strongly connected and since the swapping steps only introduce shortcuts into the connecting paths between big cities, the graph G * also satisfies property (G2). Finally, the number of swapping steps is bounded by the total in-degree of the vertex set B ′ . This number amounts to |B| and can be bounded as in (4) . Hence, the total increase caused by all swaps is at most 4m(1 + ε)εL max as required in property (G3). . . . , b g ) for the big cities, a given starting city vb k and a given final city vb ℓ , we can compute in polynomial time the shortest directed path from vb k to vb ℓ that visits city vb j exactly b j times, j = 1, . . . , g.
For technical reasons, we count the starting point of the directed path also as a visit to vb k .
Proof. We follow the dynamic programming approach of Psaraftis [3] and Cosmadakis & Papadimitriou [3] . For each degree sequence a = (a 1 , . . . , a g ) with 0 ≤ a i ≤ b i and each city vb q (1 ≤ q ≤ g), let C(a; q) be the length of the shortest path from city vb k to city vb q that visits every city vb i exactly a i times. Then C(a; q) satisfies the recurrence C(a 1 , . . . , a g ; q) = min 1≤i≤g   C(a 1 , . . . , a i−1 , a i − 1, a i+1 , . . . , a g ; i)+d vb i ,vbq .
The initial conditions are C(e(k); k) = 0 where e(k) is the 0-1 unit-vector with a single 1-entry in the kth position. The length of the optimal directed path from vb k to vb l with degree sequence b is given by C(b; ℓ). It is straightforward to evaluate this recurrence in time proportional to g 2 g i=1 (b i + 1). Since each b i is bounded by |B| which in turn is bounded as in (4), and since g is O(log m log n) by property (I1) in Lemma 3.1, this running time is an extremely slowly growing function in n: It is bounded by 2 O(log m+1 log n) , which is sublinear and grows slower than any polynomial in n.
Lemma 3.4 A multi-graph G * as described in Lemma 3.2 can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. We will show how to find in polynomial time (in fact: sublinear time in n) the shortest balanced multi-graph that obeys the in-degrees and satisfies (G1) and (G2). Clearly, this multi-graph will also satisfy (G3).
We check all O(g 2 f 2 ) possibilities for the two crossing arcs (vb i , vs j ) and (vs k , vb l ) in (G1). The remaining graph decomposes into a subgraph for the small cities and subgraph for the big cities. For the small cities, we want to find a multi-graph of minimum length in which city vs j has in-degree s j − 1 and out-degree s j , city vs k has in-degree s k and out-degree s k − 1, and all other cities vs h (1 ≤ h ≤ f and j = h = k) have in-degree and out-degree both equal to s h . Such a multi-graph can be found in polynomial time by solving a transportation problem (see e.g. Papadimitriou & Steiglitz [13] ). Note that the degree constraints enforce a directed path from vs j to vs k in the resulting graph. For the big cities, the only possibility to satisfy property (G2) is to connect them via a directed path from vb l to vb i that obeys all the in-degrees. By Lemma 3.3 a shortest such path can be found in polynomial time. Together with the directed path from the small city vs j to the small city vs k , this indeed makes B ′ strongly connected.
How to get the approximation scheme
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we can find in polynomial time a multi-graph G * as described in Lemma 3.2. In general this multi-graph will not be connected, since some groups of small cities can form separate connected components.
To repair the situation, we add to G * a directed Hamiltonian cycle on the vertex set S ′ . In terms of the no-wait flow shop problem, this means that we add one new job to each small job-type. Clearly the resulting graph is balanced and strongly connected, and hence, Eulerian. We denote the length of the corresponding ATSP tour (and the length of the corresponding permutation schedule) by C (5) max . By (I2) and (I3) in Lemma 3.1, adding the Hamiltonian cycle increases the length of G * by at most 2 log m n times 2α(1 + ε)εL max / log m n. From (G3) in Lemma 3.2 we now get that
max + 4m(1 + ε)εL max + 4α(1 + ε)εL max ≤ C
max + 5m(1 + ε)εL max .
Since the permutation schedule with makespan C
max can be computed in polynomial time, we have finally reached the desired PTAS.
Let us summarize the running time of this PTAS. We assume the unit cost model of computation where we can perform all standard arithmetic operations in constant time, like rounding rationals to integers, or adding up two values, or multiplying two values, or computing the logarithm of a value. In the PTAS, determining the value of α and computing the partition into big, medium, and small jobs clearly can be done in linear time. The first three rounding steps only compare the length of every operation against certain thresholds; since there are O(n) operations, these comparisons only take O(n) time. In the fourth rounding step, we round each operation to the next integer power of 1 + ε which also takes O(n) time in the unit cost model. Finally, the computation of the 'almost' Eulerian graph in Lemma 3.4 can be done in time that is even sublinear in n: The number of big and small cities is only poly-logarithmic in n, and thus guessing the two crossing arcs, solving the dynamic program for the big cities, and solving the transportation problem for the small cities altogether only cost poly-logarithmic time. To summarize, up to a constant factor that depends exponentially on the (fixed) number m of machines and the (fixed) precision ε, the constructed PTAS has a running time linear in n.
Theorem 3.5 The no-wait permutation flow shop problem on a fixed number of machines possesses a PTAS whose running time is linear in the number of jobs.
We conclude this section with a remark on the combinatorial structure of the constructed schedules. The Eulerian cycle in the final graph visits the small and the big cities in two separate blocks, since there are only two crossing arcs (vb i , vs j ) and (vs k , vb l ). If we transform this cycle into a schedule by deleting the arc (vs k , vb l ) -instead of deleting the arc that enters the dummy job J 0 -then we increase the length by at most ℓ vs k . By appending all the medium jobs in the end, this yields a near optimal schedule with a surprisingly primitive structure: The big jobs, the small jobs, and the medium jobs are processed in three separate blocks. This behavior is very different from the classical shop problems without no-wait constraint, where the PTAS's heavily rely on mixing big and small jobs [7, 9, 20] .
Conclusion and open problems
We have shown that the no-wait permutation flow shop problem with a fixed number of machines allows a PTAS. There remain quite a few interesting open questions on no-wait shop scheduling. The most challenging problem is to decide whether the nowait permutation flow shop with an arbitrary number of machines has a PTAS. In fact, it even would be interesting to get a polynomial time approximation algorithm with constant worst case guarantee for this problem. Note that here the gap-technique as used by Williamson & al. [24] cannot be used to get in-approximability results: For any constant k, the problem of finding a tour of length at most k or deciding that there is no such tour is solvable in polynomial time for the ATSP with triangle inequality. Another question concerns the approximability behavior of the job shop where each job consists of at most two operations. We feel that this problem should have a PTAS.
